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There was a time—not so long ago, really—when magazines 

and newspapers were the leading source of news. Then the 

Web came along. It was hot, it was revolutionary, it was going to 

be the death of print, and everyone in the world (including my 

mother) got their own site. The HTML e-mail was introduced 

next, and businesses started e-mail newsletters to subscribers. 

Spam was born.

And things started to change.
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CONSUMER IS BORN
THE NEW

Readers have taken control.  Individuals used to search the Web, read magazines, and open e-mail newsletters 

to find their news. Now, they are filtering their news through highly targeted news aggregators and advanced 

Web browsers. Only the information that they want gets through to them. No more fancy Web pages, no e-

mail newsletters, just highly targeted news.  Companies like Yahoo, with MyYahoo personalized pages, and Apple, 

with its new customizable Safari Web browser have already made it possible for consumers to subscribe to 

syndication feeds.

MEDIA USED TO PUSH THE NEWS. 

NOW, CONSUMERS  

PULL IT.
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THE NEED FOR SPEED
INFORMATION &

Most companies that I talk to are disappointed with the lack of media coverage that they receive when they 

issue a press release. They always ask the same question, “What can we do to get our release printed in 

Magazine X?” My answer is always the same: “Are you trying to run an effective campaign or do you want to 

merely appear in Magazine X ? Because, if you want to appear in the magazine, I suggest that they buy an ad. 

However, if you want more mileage from your press releases, then it’s time to embrace technology.”

If you haven’t stumbled upon some of the current news distribution technologies yet, here’s a quick lesson: 

The most popular news publishing technologies used on the Web today are Really Simple Syndication (RSS) 

and easy-to-maintain Web-log journals. Web-logs, popularly known as “blogs,” automatically generate HTML 

Web pages that are picked up by major search engines. In fact, Google purchased Blogger.com to help lead the 

movement in personalized content publishing and news management.

There’s a reason why RSS is “real simple”—it makes the act of publishing and delivering content to consumers 

painless. The technology also provides syndication benefits for users. Instead of visiting multiple web sites to see 

what’s new, they simply scan headlines or brief article summaries and click to read the full text. The New York 

Times recognized the format’s potential, and syndicates its news via RSS for newsreaders. Now, more than ever, 

other businesses are seeking similar ways to tap into the viral marketing power of this technology. 
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I S  NOT ENOUGH
HAVING A WEB S ITE

Your Web site must be truly interactive. Frequently, companies ask us about Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 

to increase their Web traffic. Some SEO specialty companies have even popped up over the past 5-years claiming 

that they can increase your Web position. The truth is, there is no special formula for SEO. A company must 

do several things to attract new Web customers. I recommend a little of everything: place online advertising 

through Google Adwords, purchase advanced listings with the major search engine companies (Google, Yahoo, 

MSN, and AOL), and clean up your keywords and META tags. However, the best way to draw new Web visitors 

to your Web site is to make it ACTIVE. For most companies, having a static, brochure-like Web site is useless, 

no matter how well-crafted the branded content. You need to give people a reason to return to your site, not 

once, but again and again. To do that, I believe that every company should have RSS feeds running in tandem 

with their Web site.  

HAVING A WEB SITE 

WITHOUT RSS IS LIKE 

HAVING A FAST FOOD 

RESTAURANT WITHOUT A 

DRIVE THROUGH WINDOW.



A clever, Flash-heavy site with all of the bells and whistles is no longer compelling to consumers, nor is it 

necessarily the instinctive way people retrieve information on a company. As I mentioned earlier, speed and 

information are key factors for today’s information gatherer. If a consumer can’t find what they are looking for 

on your site within seconds, you’ve lost them.

JupiterResearch analyst Gary Stein said that; “Search 

engines contribute to a blog's reach and influence. 

Engines are naturally drawn to blogs' incessant 

linking, which is just one reason why a company 

seeking differentiation and exposure should 

consider blogging.

EXAMPLE OF A BLOG ON BLOGGER.COM

Web browsers such as Firefox have integrated RSS 

feeds with the ability to read blogs within their 

applications. Consumers can choose highly specified 

feeds that interest them.

FIREFOX WEB BROWSER DISPLAYING  
RSS FEEDS.
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When used cleverly and consistently, RSS feeds can be a powerful viral marketing tool. 

D ISTRIBUTION
NEWSWIRE

The most popular way to get mileage from a press release online is to 

publish it through a newswire service. As a delivery system, newswires 

offer some obvious advantages: companies may tap into world-wide 

markets with up-to-the-minute full-text news, many wire services 

provide electronic distribution, targeting, tracking and broadcast services, 

and their captive audiences make accepted newswires a valuable part of 

distribution plans. However, as they reach a news saturation point, getting 

through the clutter can be as difficult as creating a buzz-worthy television 

commercial. As a result, emerging newswire technologies are trending 

towards more segmented, personalized distribution—creating targeted 

marketing opportunities with every new subscription category.
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A feature on blogger.com, called AudioBlogger, lets you call Blogger from any phone and leave 

a message that is immediately posted to your site as an MP3 audio file. Imagine Blogging new 

product announcements live from a tradeshow! 

One of the main advantages to having an RSS on your site is freshness: every time an entry is posted, a new 

Web page is created.  Renewed content increases your reach on the Web, because the site will stay in constant 

communication with search engines, increasing the chances of being top-of-list on a related search.  Turning a 

home page into a microportal of changing content keeps readers coming back and ensures new visitors will be 

drawn to the site. Making content available for syndication on partner sites will also expand your site’s reach. 

PUBLISH YOUR NEWS
USING RSS FEEDS TO

>>
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Publishing a release through newswires 

can range from $29.95 – $1,500, 

depending on your industry, distribution 

and tracking requirements.  

The most popular Newswire services are  

PR Newswire (www.prnewswire.

com), PR Web (www.prweb.com), 

and EclipsWire (www.mixdownmedia.

com). 



FORWARD
LOOKING

As new technology is developed and integrated into daily life, shifts in communication become standard and 

necessary. We no longer have to wait until next Tuesday to see our favorite TV show; we can watch it on-

demand, at our convenience. We don’t have to carry around all of our CDs to access our favorite music; 

now, there is a simple storage unit/player that can hold our entire collection, depending on the iPod we buy. 

And cell phones—so widely used that nearly everyone is wired and constantly within reach—have an entire 

generation of users saying “Call me later!” rather than making weekend plans in advance. Technology solutions 

in communication have made strides in accessing the moving targets of today’s world. Here are a few of the 

newest, coolest connection trends: 

PODC ASTS
AUDIO

A mishmash of the words “broadcasting” and iPod, Apple’s portable music player, podcasting is the creation and 

online distribution of audio files (usually MP3 files), to be automatically downloaded by users and listened to at 

their convenience. 

Why is this cool? Podcasts are better than radio programs because the listener doesn’t have to wait for what 

they want to hear. The FCC and performance rights originations (ASCAP, BMI, etc) have no control over 

Podcasts since the files are download rather than a broadcast. Virtually anyone can have a radio program up and 

online within a few hours. This style of on-demand media falls right in line with other consumer-empowering 

products, like TIVO. 
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Podcasts can be a very cutting edge way for your CEO to post an annual report online, a product 

manager to talk about a new product, or a marketing guru to publicize their company’s services directly 

from your Web site. 
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Doc Searls may have said it best: “PODcasting will 

shift much of our time away from an old medium 

where we wait for what we might want to hear to 

a new medium where we choose what we want to 

hear, when we want to hear it, and how we want to 

give everybody else the option to listen to it as well.”

PODCAST SITES TO VISIT: IPODDER.ORG,  
ENDGADGET.COM
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VC ASTS
MOBILE PHONE

Similar to Podcasting, a Vcast is downloadable video for cell phones. Cell phone carrier Verizon Wireless is 

leading the charge for Vcasting, giving its cell phone subscribers full video program downloads. Although the 

company has not yet opened its doors to mainstream news and advertising, it’s a technology to keep an eye 

on. 

NEWS
MOBILE PHONE

Cell phone news company, Avantgo (www.avantgo.com) was way ahead of their time. Founded years ago, 

the company was eventually acquired by a larger corporation before the service really took off.  For a small 

investment, companies can reformat Web pages for display and distribution on most cell phones. This powerful 

technology is simple to use and it’s quick content delivery could help companies edge out their competition.



AvantGo offers news feeds to cell phone users. 

Companies can also use the service as a vehicle 

for distributing their news to cell phone users 

worldwide. 

AVANTGO.COM

SUMMARY
Consumers are demanding information delivery change to fit their 

lifestyles. In response, businesses must be ready, responsive and open 

to reinvention if they are to embrace and engage the new, wired 

world. Minimal investment is necessary to implement solutions 

that can spread word-of-mouth to unlimited audiences, and create 

communities tied together through shared interests. 

 

Embracing the above technologies will catapult your marketing efforts 

above and beyond your competition’s.  Get through the clutter.

Get to the audience that wants your news.
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PAST: Pushing the news through 

traditional mediums and branding 

efforts alone.

PRESENT: Engaging consumers with 

syndicated information that is easy to 

access, download, and share.

FUTURE: Targeted, on-demand 

information and consumer-influenced 

companies that create communities 

and active brand participants.
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OF SWAY
A BRIEF HISTORY

Hitting a Moving Target was written by Jason Weaver, CEO of SWAY Connection Marketing. Founded on the 

principle that interactive brand connections can turn people into consumers, consumers into advocates, and 

advocates into brand communities, SWAY creates active marketing solutions that blend traditional marketing 

with the best in new and emerging media.

Sway continues its commitment to innovation with the development of Shoutlet™, an online social 

communication tool that creates Podcasts, RSS feeds and HTML newsletters for Web sites. Shoutlet™ is 

equipped with advanced tracking tools that simultaneously provide traceable release wire services for syndicated 

news content for Web site owners. 
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RECOMMENDED

Digital Capital: Harnessing the Power of Business Webs, by Don Tapscot

Blogging: Genius Strategies for Instant Web Content, by  Biz Stone


